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Abstract 

It is well known th:lt faint spectral line., can succe,sfully be dc,·eloped out when a 

photog1aphic plate is previously exposed to a dim light. Systematic studie, of this 

phenomenon wctc carried out, and the [allowing facts were found:- (r) Certain photo

graphic plates thus treated have greater demity than that corresponding to the sum of 
the two exposure.,, that is, the characteristic ctfrve of a fogged plate ha, smaller inertia 

than that of an untreated plate, even when corre~tions of the fog density arc applied 

to dcmitics of the treated plate. (2) Fogging made before the main exposure is more 

effccti\'e than that made after the main exposure. (3) This sensitizing action gradually 
decreases with inc1cases in the time between the two exposures. (4) The sensitizing 

action of fogging due to a red light is greatest, that due to a yellow light is medium, 

and that due to a violet light is least. (5) This sensitizing action of previou, fogi::ing 

is marked in pancl11omatic plates hut is slight in mdinary plates. 

Introduction 

In order to get a dcvelopablc image with noticeab~e density a certain 
amount of light energy should be given to a photographic plate, and there
fore to intensify faint spectral lines in a photographic plate preliminary 

exposure to a dim light is required. 
This method was used. by W ood1 to photograph faint spectra. He 

considered that a small exposure is snffident to produce an appreciable 

r Astrophys. J.; 27, 379 (1()08) 
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image if the plate has previously been exposed to the toe point in the 
characteristic curve, because the latter curve suddenly becomes steeper 
from that point, and that the auxiliary exp,)sure acts equally whether given 

before or after the main exposure. 
This method was generally followed by many im·estigators in spectro

scopic work. 
The present writer, however, found that in certain plates the image 

developed after such treatment always had greater density than that 
corresponding to the sum of the two exposures, that is, the preliminary 
exposure to a faint light increases the sensitivity of the plate even when the 
fog correction is applied. 

Fog Correction 

Nmv let the density produced by a main exposure (E0 ) be D 0 , and that 
due to an auxiliary exposure (E,) or fogging be D1, then the formula of the 
density growth is given by Elder as follows . 

• • • . • • • • •. • •••••••. • ••••.••••• ( I ) 

D -D ( _ _ -K'E_r) 1- m I C 

where Dm is the maxin:um density of the plate, and ./CIC' arc constants. 
The amount of silver bromide grains in an unexposcJ plate is propor

tional to Dm, and that of unaffected silver bromide grains in a plate 
previously exposeJ to a fogging light is proportional to (D,,. - D1). Ac
cordingly, if the two exposures act cumulatively, the resultant density of 
the plate is gi\·en by the equation. 

( -Ic~E,) ( )( -KE) D,,=D,,. I -e · + D,,,-.1)1 I -e 0 

The same equation as the above is also obtai1wJ in the case where a 
fogging exposure is given after a main exposure. 

Consequently the fog correction which should be subtracte 1 from an 
apparent density becomes 
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All D's in the above equation denote the densities which may be 
obtained by complete development. But the velocity equation of develop

ment is given by Nietz1 as follows :-

D, denoting the density of a negative obtained by development fort minutes, 
Dm the corresponding density obtained by a full development, t0 the initial 
period of apparent inactivity, and [3 a constant. If we assume that the 

velocity factor [3 is the same for every exposure in the present experiments, 

the density obtaineJ by a finite time development will be proportional to the 
density obtained by a complete development, and the densities in the equation 
(3) will be replaced by the densities obtained by a finite dewlopment. 

The equation (3) is also obtaincJ e\·en when another expression of 
density growth is used. 

This formula for the fog correction is similar to that gi\·ea by \VilsPi 

starting from the assumption that the fog over the image is proportional to 

the mass of unaffcctei silver bromide g·rains, and has been provd by many 

observers to be correct for chemical fog· when their densities are below 0.5. 
In the case where a fog has been given by an exposure to a dim light, the 
characteristic curve of a photographic plate exposed only to H & D's sector 

photograph and that of a plate first fogged and then expose::! must coincide', 

provided that the fog correction has been applie.:1, according to (8), to 
densities of the trcatc:1 plate. It was found in the following experiments 
that in panchromalic plates, such correction was generally not sufficie,1t to 
give the correct result though in many ordinary plates this was found t,) be 

sufficient. This fact means that the two exp:)sures do not act cumulatively. 

Method of Experiment 

Main exposures were made with the sector spectrograph usd in the 

previous work.3 Fogging exposure was given by a light, filtere:1 or un
filterd, from a 4-volt miniature-lamp placeJ at a distance of two meters 

from the plate, in the latter case Wratten's monochromatic filters being usej, 
Densities were measured by means of a Moll's microphotometer. The 

method of the development and other necessary precautions have been given 

already in the previous paper and these are omitted here. 

r "Theory of Dcvclop2ment; "p. 1(,5. 
2 ]'hot. J.; 65 45-1 (rg25) 
3 The5e Memoirs; 12, I ,1g29) 
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The plate to be tested was cut into six parts, grvmg the four pieces 
necessary for one experiment, the two end strips being discarded. The 
first one \Vas exposeJ to the sector spectrum without any treatment, next, 
the second piece was given the same exposure and then it and the third 
piece were given the fogging exposure simultaneously in a dark room, the 
latter being then exposd to the sector spectrum. The fourth piece was 
exposd only to the sector spectrum. Thus the third plate was given the 
auxiliary exposure before its main exposure, while in the second, this order 
was reversed. Thus the fog densities of these two plates were made to be 
equal, as the foggihg exposure giwm to the two plates was the same. 

Results of the Experiments 

Two characteristic curves of previously fogged plates arc shown in fig. 
I, I, II and III, the latter corrected for the fog density, while the former is 
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Fig.I 

Effect of prcviom fogging on a characteristic curve. 
I The characteristic cnn-c of the unlrcated plate. 

I I the tlcated plate without fog conection, 

1 II corrected for the fog density. 

not, I representing the corresponding curve of an untreatcJ plate. As is 

seen from the fig11rc the increase in density produccJ by the fogging was 
always greater than the fog density. 

The similar results obtained for se,,eral kinds of plates are represented 
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Fig.2 
Comparison of the characteristic curves of the slightly fogged plate_, 

with those of the untreated ones. 
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in fig. 2. The characteristic curves of untrcate1 plates arc shown in 

continuous lines, corresp::mding curves of previously cxposej plates arc 

rcprcscntci in broken lines, and those of the plates to which the auxiliary 

exposure were given after the main exposure, in dotted lines. The increase 

in densities called forth by the fogging at various exposures arc also 

rcprf's0-nted with brolrnn and dottcrl lines. White light was usci for fogging 

throughout these experiments, and corrections for fog density were made 

according to the formula ( 8) mentioned above. 

The inertia of untrcard plates ,vas always the greatest, and that of 

previously trcatcj ones smallest, and the same is the case with contrast. 

It may be said from these results that an auxiliary exposure to a dim 

light sensitizes a photographic plate in ad1iti:m to its own blackening action 

and decreases its contrast, but in the case where the fogging exposure was 

given after the main exposure this effect is very small. This sensitizing 

action was marked for all panchromatic plates usd in this experiment, but 

this action was small for a few kinds of orthochromatic and ordinary plates, 

while this action could not be found in Ilford Process, Imperial Process, 

Eastman Universal, Wellington Anti-screen plates, etc. 

Colour of Fogging Light 

Similar experiments were made with colourcJ lights. For this purpose 

the rays from the miniature-lamp were filtered through Wrattcn's mono

·chromatic filters, No. 70 (red), No. 7 3 (yellow), and No. 76 (violet). The 
exposure to these fogging lights \\;as adjustd to give equal fog densities for 

the lights of the three different colours, all these exposures being given 

before the main exposure. 
Fig. 3 shows the effect of slight fogging given by the above mentioned 

colourcj lights on the smsitivity of certain panchromatic plates for rays of 

various wave lengths, taking the increase of density as ordinate and wave 

length as abscissa. As the change in the inertia was generally small, the 

amounts of sensitization at various wave lengths arc compared by means of 

the maximum increase in density. The sensitizing effect of fogging by the 

red light was always greatest, that by the yellow light medium, and that by 

the violet light least. 
The sensitizing curve shown in Fig. 3 has a somewhat similar form to 

the sensitivity curve of the plate for each colour, and in each curve the 

amount of sensitization is great in the spectral regions of rd and orange. 

Plate I shows the sector spectra taken on the plates, one being un-
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Fig.3 
Sensitizing Action of the Previous Fogging due to Monochwmatic Lights. 

treateJ and the other treate:l with red and violet lights separately. The 
back-ground of all these photographs is printed to give an equal blackening. 

Fatigue of the Sensitizing Action 

Fatigue of the sensitizing effect of previous exposure was examined by 
varying the interval between two exposures. This effect was greatest when 
the main exposure was made immediately after the fogging exposure, but 
gradually became smaller when the interval between the two exposures was 
lengthene:i. This is seen from figs. 4 and 5, the former representing the 
characteristic curves and .:::1D-logE curves for the plate taken at various 
intervals after the fogging exposure, and the latter the decay of the 
maximum increase of density with time. This decay was very small for 
the first 2 hours, and then it became marke:i. 
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Fig.4 
Fatigue of the scn;itizing action of previous fogging 
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Fig.5 
Fatigue of the sensitizing action 

Effect of Varying the Fog Density 

Next, the relation between the amount of sensitization caused by 
previous fogging and the fog density was studieJ. \Vhen the time of the 
fogging exposure is lengthened the fog density becomes greater and the 
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Fig.6 
Showing the Relation between the Degree of Semitizing Action and Fog Density 

amount of sensitization is also increased, but it reaches a maximum at a 
certain density of the fog. This limiting density was about 0.4 for Ilforcl 
Special Rapid Panchromatic Plate, but after this was reached, the amount 
of sensitization was gradually dccrcase:1. Fig. 6 represents the relation 
between the maximum increase in density and the fog density. 

It seems to the present writer that the sensitizing effects of a previous 
fogging is probably caused by the action of optical sensitizers. 

In conclusion the author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Prof. 
M. Kimura for his valuable ad,·icc and the great interest he has taken in 
this investigation, and also to Pr<'sU<'nt T. Maruyama of the K.onan Colkgc 

for his good offices. 
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